
INSTRUCTIONS, RATES, AND SERVICES

How to Get Started

To begin a project with Evan's Editing, simply email lordsofautumn+editing@gmail.com with 
the project details—your name; the title, genre, and length of your manuscript; and your 
requested service. I will send an invoice containing your estimated total cost, initial payment cost 
(50% of your estimated total), and projected date of completion. A 10% discount will be applied 
to paired editing and formatting packages. The project begins when I receive both your 
manuscript and your initial payment. Payment can be made via PayPal, personal check, or 
money order.

When I have completed the project, I will release the completed manuscript as per your chosen 
service (see Services Explained below) and an updated invoice for the remainder due. Final 
payment is expected within 7 days after delivery of the manuscript. If there are any major 
concerns with the returned manuscript that would delay payment, you must contact me with 72 
hours after delivery of the manuscript.

Page Formatting

I accept documents in 12 point double-spaced Times New Roman type with 1-inch margins. 
Documents otherwise formatted will be converted to this format for billing purposes.

Services Explained

Copy Editing: I will thoroughly proofread your manuscript for spelling, punctuation, grammar, 
and syntax errors. I will return a .DOC file of the corrected manuscript with annotations 
indicating each place where a correction has been made. If I am unsure of your meaning, I will 
leave a comment indicating the error so you can correct it. $1.00/page

Developmental Editing: Includes all Copy Editing services, as well as thorough feedback on 
your book with regards to plot, character, setting, structure, and voice. I will return a corrected 
and annotated .DOC version of your manuscript, as well as a detailed chapter-by-chapter 
analysis. This package includes a complimentary second reading and critique of your revised 
manuscript up to three months after your first version is returned to you. $5.00/page
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EVAN'S EDITING instructions, rates, and services

Ebook Formatting: I will format your manuscript for compliance with Amazon KDP, Nook 
PubIt/Nook Press, and Smashwords (ask me about other platforms). This service ensures that 
your book survives the Smashwords “meatgrinder” conversion and is listed on the Premium 
Catalog. $0.25/page 

Print Formatting: I will format the interior of your book for paperback or hardcover printing. 
Talk to me in advance about the type of appearance you'd like, providing examples of similar 
books. I will assist in formatting your front and back matter (copyright page, acknowledgments, 
etc.). This service does not include illustration or cover design. I can format books for 
compatibility with the Lightning Source print-on-demand platform. If you are using another 
printing service, please specify the service's requirements to ensure compatibility. $0.50/page

Copy Writing & Editing: I provide professional copy writing and editing services to individuals 
and organizations for both print and web materials. Please contact me with your request. This 
service charges by the hour; I will provide an estimate before starting the project. $20.00/hour

What Kinds of Writing Do You Handle?

I have edited a variety of fiction and poetry and have published work in both genres. My fiction 
is largely science fiction and fantasy, though I've written everything from realism to 
metaphysical satire. I can perform copy editing for just about any type of book. For 
developmental editing projects, I'll let you know whether I feel I understand the genre well 
enough to provide useful feedback.

My developmental editing focuses on plot, character, setting, structure, and voice. I will tell you 
whether I find your story setup compelling, whether I develop an attachment to your characters, 
and whether their motivations are convincing. The service does not include deep research. If 
your book is hard science fiction, I won't cross-examine the physics equations that power your 
warp drive, but I will tell you whether I find your fictional world cohesive and offer specific 
suggestions for improvement.

Additional Options & Costs

Rush service is available. Costs depend on the manuscript length, type of service required, and
date needed. Please contact me at lordsofautumn+editing@gmail.com for a quote.

I reserve the right to assess an additional fee on an editing project if the manuscript's errors are
pervasive to the point of rendering the manuscript consistently unintelligible. I will let you know
before completion of the project if this is the case, and you can choose at that point to continue or
terminate the project.

Canceled Projects & Additional Notes

I retain the initial payment on any canceled project. A project cannot be canceled retroactively 
once the finished document has been returned to you; at this point, the total sum is due. I reserve 
the right to refuse any project for any reason. I do not accept manuscripts or contract work for 
organizations promoting oppression or hate speech.
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